
Rick Mascarini 
 

NJGC L1 / L2+   
Lebanon, NJ 

September 2-10, 2000 
 
Day I – Saturday, 9/2 
 
13:15 Arrive – Found Karl and then Terry arrives. Stake out our beds, sort out sheets and get settled in 

for a very long week.  We are housed in the same facility as we were for the April NST weekend. 
Funky but livable quarters. What I will include here are my observations and experiences re: the 
L1 course of which I’m participating (my first). I can not speak for any L2+ activities. Others I’m 
sure will provide that data.  

 
14:30 Mike B. and Tom R. are making multiple run to Newark Airport.  During one of their pit stops, I 

say hello.  Most of the afternoon I was asked to act as greeter for L1-ster arriving in the housing  
facility.  Also, started reading ‘Cyberselfish’ by Paulina Borsook (sometime contributor to 
‘Wired’).  Interesting reading. 

 
16:00 Tea and nibblies.  Leslie, Jonathan are here. I can see Mark and Jim in the Kitchen, but we’ll say 

hello later – he clearly has his hands full. Also, said hello to Curt G., who just arrived this morning 
from Seattle on the ‘red-eye’. So, it now appears the entire NJGC is present and accounted for.           

     
18:15 A sitting was held for anyone who wished to do so. 
 
19:00 Dinner.  Patrick wielding his magic in the culinary department although the planned desert failed. 

A continuing debate on whether fruit is REALLY a desert continued. RF spoke re: house rules, if 
you want to leave, now’s the time to do so, etc.  Planned inaugural meeting w/o guitars is now 
scheduled for 20:45. 

 
20:45  Inaugural GC L1 / L2+ meeting w/o guitars. Introductions: Name, where you come from, what 

brought you here, and what is your aim. First the L1-sters, then the L2+ attendees.  “Once you’ve 
defined your aim, you’re half way to achieving it.” RF. (and I paraphrase.)  My aim was simple: to 
continue to work on my right and left hands.  

 
22:30 RF appears to be suffering from a bad cold (hacking, coughing, etc.). I hope he’ll feel better as the 

week unfolds.  L1’s now have the night off. L2’s (at least some of them) were gathering w/ guitars 
in the hall where we just held the inaugural meeting. 

 
00:15 To bed. This may be the last chance I have to sleep in the coming week. We’ll see. 
 
Day II – Sunday, 9/3 
 
05:30 Rise, personal grooming and diaring (computing). My trusty body clock kicks in like clockwork 

(as it should) and I awake @ 05:15 but I lounge for 15 additional minutes before actually rising. 
Let the day begin. Our first meeting this morning is @ 07:30 (sitting – doing nothing for 30 
minutes), then breakfast. Who knows what’s next. 

 
07:30 Sitting.  
 
08:00 Breakfast.  Question to the group from RF: “What was the original intent of the writers of 

Dr.Who?  This may not seem relevant now, but in time it will.”  This drew a few answers: 1) To 
teach history to children, 2) to confuse Americans, and 3) to foster imagination. Some of these 
responses seemed close, but RF indicated there was an expert amongst us. More later on this. 



Instructions for the L1’s: Plan to meet @ 09:45 w/ guitar in tune, but do not play them. 
 
09:45 1st meeting of the L1’s w/ guitars. RF leads circulations. Then a look at the 1st primary (from the 

4th string / 7th position. Next Curt G. leads the L1’s through the 1st primary up and down the neck 
from the 6th string / 1st position up to 6th string / 12th position and back down. Finally a sample of 
the other 23 various primaries. 

 
13:00 Lunch.  “Does anyone have anything to say about the work done so far today?” said RF. A 

number of comments, a few jokes and a performance of the title track from the new Hellboys’ CD 
‘Cha-Cha with the Hellboys’. Great stuff. 

 
14:15 Personal practice time. Spent ½ hr. on right hand exercises incl. the Cmaj. Scale work the NJGC 

does on Sundays.  Met up with Karl and Terry and we played around w/ Blink and Judge Judy 
(JJ). For JJ Terry introduced a very effective bass line – it’s the same part of the melody, but 
played at half speed. Very nice. I suggest someone will need to double this. 

 
16:30: Alexander Technique class w/ Frank and Sandra. Between these two folks, my back is extended 

for another 24 hrs. Thanks! 
 
18:15 Sitting. 
 
19:00 Dinner. The answer to the “Dr.Who” question was given and much more. Other tid-bits of 

knowledge were also revealed. During dinner, another performance from some L2s. A Q&A 
session followed led by RF. Following dinner I volunteered for the clean-up crew. 

 
21:15 Full L1 / L2+ meeting lead by RF. L1’s in outer circle w/ L2’s in inner circle. Various circulations 

in multiple directions and leaping over one another. Then some Thraking. The evening ended with 
RF turning off the lights while everyone was Thraking away and leaving us in the dark. The other 
Instructors leave as well, except Bill R. 

 
23:00 Some members of the NJGC meet to teach Leslie the new bass line for Judge Judy. Two others 

joined in to learn this newly emerging bass riff. I love it! The new bass really anchors the piece 
and propels it along. Way to go Terry – thank you! Just prior to bedtime, I spotted Igor. Igor, I was 
told repairs / adjusts Ovation guitars. Jonathan clued me in on this, knowing mine needed some 
minor work. I introduced myself and stated my dilemma. Igor adjusted my guitar’s neck as best he 
could (octaves on the C and low G strings in particular), just short of introducing “buzzing” in the 
first position on the high D and G string. Igor stated I still need profession help (a keen 
observation) and explained the remedy would be to remove the neck nut and place a shim under it, 
then re-adjust the truss rod again. This needs to be done either at Ovation or a luthier. My choice. 
Anyway, Igor’s minor repair did some good and I’m thankful for his time and patience.   

 
00:30 Bedtime. 
           
Day III – Monday, 9/4 
 
06:00 Rise, personal grooming (I shaved today – a personal goal for me is to shave every day on this 

course. Usually on the weekends / days off, I don’t, so this is something small I must do for 
myself during the L1. Also, I plan to walk on the paths, not the grass during this week – it will 
lessen dirt in the dorm, which others don’t seem  to notice) Also, wrote this diary (computing). 

 
07:30 Sitting. 
 
08:00 Breakfast. First, a performance from the guitar instructors. Then, more L2’s performing – Eye of 

the Needle preceded by a solo vocal by Patricia Levitt (vocalist on ‘Show of Hands’). All 
wonderful. Finally, a solo performance from Mark Bernadini. 

  



10:00 Full L1 meeting w/ guitars lead by RF – the introduction to our right hands. RF works with the 
group for about 45 minutes then passes the baton to Curt G.  RF is conduction personal meetings 
with the L1’s starting at 11AM for 10 minutes each. I signed up for an 11:30AM meeting. 
Meanwhile, back in the circle Curt introduces a simple cross picking pattern to the group. Then he 
walked around adjusting our right hands. 

 
11:30 Personal meeting w/ RF. My right hand – my personal demons exercised. Then back to L1 circle 

meeting w/ Curt. 
 
12:20 Personal Alexander Meeting w/ Frank S. “How do I get past an hour of rehearsal without my 

shoulders / back crying out?” Frank made some minor adjustments / suggestions to help me 
through this. 

 
13:00 Lunch. More performances. Of note was The Hellboys. Two pieces: “Let Go of Your Inner Self” 

and “The Chord From Hell 2000”. Totally hellish! 
 
14:15 Karl and I met up to do some work. We were latter joined by Terry. It’s been a long day and 

fatigue is starting to set in. We’re not even at the halfway point. This is going to be a long week. 
 
16:00 Tea. 
 
16:30 Full Alexander session. 
 
18:15 L1 meeting w/ guitars led by RF. Circulations. This failed and RF left. The group (minus a few 

who decided to leave for dinner without fulfilling the task at hand) finally did complete the 
simple instruction that was given – kind of / sort of. 

 
19:00 Dinner. More performances. The most intriguing was a trio, with a blind player wielding an 

Ovation Bass guitar. They called themselves the ‘Hamsters’ and they were “over the top”. RF 
asked for observations about our day. Comments came re: the failure from the pervious L1 
meeting. This lead to someone making a comment that we (the L1s) where able to work things out 
for ourselves and that maybe RF should stay away. Well he did.  We (the L1s) agreed to meet as a 
group to work on circulations. 

 
21:15 Full L1 meeting w/ guitars and w/o any instructors. Chaos! Then, crowd control - not team 

leadership. Feeding frenzy - not giving freely. Power struggle – not unified force. Painful, 
draining, and exhausting. Terry approached me directly following this, “thank you – that was 
awesome.” I did not want this, but felt compelled to organize the group. Later (prior to bedtime), I 
felt sick and cried. 

 
22:33 Break-through: the L1s asks Curt G. to work with us. First group decision tonight. Good.         
 
01:00 Bedtime.  
 
Day IV – Tuesday, 9/5 
 
05:30 Rise, personal grooming and diary. Actually, I think I never slept. I kept looking at my wristwatch 

by the bed to see if it was time to get up (my goal is 6:00). I gave up by 05:30. I go for a walk. 
 
07:30 Sitting.  Actually, 07:10 start for me. This morning I needed a little more quite time, doing 

nothing. 
 
08:00 Breakfast. Another performance by Mark B. This one very special for me. Mark’s picking is 

something I can aspire to. He also used a Capo to great effect.  RF again asked for observations on 
the L1 work from last evening. Interesting remarks abound. 



 
10:00 L1 meeting w/ guitars led by RF. Various circulations continue to fail. Moved on to Thraking. 

Less failure and more fun. Curt then leads the group into variations on the Cmaj scale so we could 
move across multiple frets / positions. 
 

12:15 Personal meeting w/ Victor McS. Anchor exercise(s) introduced. Add this to my daily regiment. 
Good. Thanks you Victor. 

 
13:00 Lunch. More performances: ‘Hellgirls and Boys’, two pieces, both with voice and string bass. 
 
14:00 Personal practice time. 
 
14:50 Private meetings w/ Sandra, one of the two Alexander technique instructors. She did wonders for 

my back following 50 minutes of practice. 
 
15:10 More personal practice. 
 
16:00 Tea. Good chat w/ Pat W. (the L2 / blind bass player). Pat is a professional musician and teaches 

ear training. His first GC course was in 1985. 
 
16:30 Rhythm work w/ Victor McS. Moving 8th notes over a basic 4 beat. 
 
17:00 Personal meeting w/ Bill R. re: more rhythm work. This involved using a metronome to entertain 

yourself and your friends without anyone getting hurt.  
 
17:15 Group Alexander class for the L1s.  Frank S. led this. How to revive yourself during the day or 

after a long period of practice. 
 
18:15 L1 meeting w/ guitars led by RF. Circulating 5’s in one direction and 7’s in the other, skipping a  

chair. We continue to struggle. Ended the meeting w/ a polyrhythm. 
 
19:00 Dinner. Silence came briefly during the meal. Also, the ‘Hellboys’ did the best song (my view) 

I’ve heard from them. They just keep getting better and better. Then more L2’s performed three 
GC repertoire. Finally a challenge for the L2’s: they are going to play at ‘Miller’s Tavern

 tomorrow night at 23:00. A bus will be here to transport them at their expense. Now the L1’s have 
a decision to make: do we want to continue to work with RF? Yes. 

 
21:30 Full L1 meeting w/ guitars led by RF. We took the 5 against 7 circulations from the beginning. 

First, launch in 5 (accents on the 1 & 4) moving to the left in thirds (skipping a chair) and establish 
a steady pulse. Next do the same, but now in 7 (accents on the 1, 4 & 6), moving in thirds 
(skipping a chair) to the right. Leslie S. and Jannette acted as our launch base to start things off. 
But still, problems arose. RF and Fernando K. assisted us by gesturing each player who needed to 
visualize where their note should be played. We still found ways to go off course. Finally, RF left 
but we were then join by Victor and Bill R. Some players in the circle decided they were tried and 
left as well. This was a source of both frustration and sadness for me. Finally, we fell apart as 
more and more players left and / or decided to work in smaller circles on different work. In a 
word: disintegration.        

 
01:20 To bed.  

              
Day V – Wednesday, 9/6 
 
06:10 Rise, personal grooming and diary. 
 
07:30 Sitting – Do nothing. 



 
08:00 Breakfast. Volunteered for cleanup. This caused a number of us to be late for the Full L1 meeting 

w/ RF.  
 
10:10 Full L1 Meeting w/ RF. More simple circulations that fail in a relatively short period of time (avg. 

40 sec). This begs to ask: do these L1’s have commitment and a common aim? RF suggests we 
sub-divide into small circles (the full L1 is a 44 person circle) – say 2 circles of 22, 11 circles of 4, 
etc. You get the idea.  

 
10:40 We split up into smaller groups. Somehow, 3 NJGC members found our way together w/ 2 others 

– Don and Glenn. We worked on simple circluations until each of us had various personal 
meetings with instructors. 

 
12:00 Personal meeting w/ RF w/o guitar today. I felt quite lighter following this meeting. The direct 

result was when I returned to the small group I was working with, the circulations improved 
greatly.  

 
13:00 Lunch. More performances, one a solo vocal by Patricia L. (Elvis’ ‘Love Me Tender’). What an 

angel.  Following lunch, the L1’s were asked to support the L2 performance team tonight and 
tomorrow by preparing and cleaning up Dinner and Breakfast. Also, any cleanup of the L1 
sleeping quarters. We have everything covered. Sign-up sheets went up for volunteers and a 
review meeting established at 15:30 to go over Kitchen logistics w/ Patrick S. 

 
14:15 Cleanup – I organized the L1 living quarters cleanup. We completed our task by 15:15. Of note: I 

swept most of Clayton hall. I observed that a fare amount of dirt was picked up after sweeping the 
men’s side of the house. When I finally swept the women’s quarters, there was approximately 
75% less dirt! Any surprise in this?   

 
15:30 Kitchen review meeting w/ Patrick. How do you hold a knife? … Just like your pick! 
 
16:00 Tea time. RF the “ham” appeared. Whether hoisting an invisible rope over a rafter to hang himself 

or removing a his front tooth to heckle / throw off a performer, he continues to be plain and direct.   
 
16:30 Personal practice and diary. 
 
18:00 Duet work w/ Terry K. As we were working together, Curt G. asked if we wanted to do some 

work with him, and any of the other L1’s who want to join in, he would be available in 15 minutes 
in the ballroom. Also, dinner was being delayed tonight until 19:30. Curt would work with us until 
dinner. Terry and I scattered around the property to gather as many L1’s as we could find. I think 
of all the L1’s I spoke with, only two declined. 

 
18:50 Work w/ Curt G. Curt introduced an alternate picking pattern on open A. The exercise was to help 

gauage the capacity of the group initially. Then Curt added two series of notes played in different 
pulses. This went on for 30 minutes. Good work, very good work. The L1’s were sharper. 

 
19:30 Dinner. As we entered into the dining hall, we were greeted by candle lit tables. The meal the L1  

kitchen team was super and offered with such support for the L2’s who would be performing later 
that evening. During dinner, more performances. Following the meal, I assembled the cleanup 
team. RF announced there would be a full L1 meeting without guitars 45 minutes after cleanup 
started. 

 
21:00 The kicthen team worked well together. We had a clear aim and commitment in what we were 

doing.  
 
22:10 Full L1 meeting w/o guitars led by RF. The kitchen, who were 10 minutes late in arriving to the 

meeting entered as the rest were gently waiting. Now we are together. RF asked if we ever have 



any formal instruction for the sitting. Some had, most didn’t. RF led us through the initial practice 
of ‘Doing Nothing.’ Following this, one L1 (I believe Nancy V.) mentioned that during the 
opening meetings, RF never answered the 3 questions the rest of the of L1/ L2’s were given. In 
short, what was RF’s aim? RF gave a very long and more than anyone bargained for response. I 
sense even RF was surprised by his response. Now, did Nancy get the answer to her questions? 
Don’t know.    

 
23:30 Somehow, a few NJGC members found each other (Leslie, Karl, Terry, Jonathan and Rick) and 

we decided to circulate. Someone, Joe I believe, joined our circle. What a pleasure to be in the 
company of players I know and care about. Jonathan, in particular, seemed to be having a tough 

  go, but once we started to circulate, our circle became a safe / joyful place to be in. I have a left 
foot. 

 
00:45 As I walked back to my room, the L2’s were returning from their performance. A number 

of L1’s were waiting, forming a receiving line and clapping, so as when the L2 performance team 
exited the bus, they were greeted to our support and return once again. I was too tied to clap, but I 
was with them. 
      

01:10 Bed time. 
 
Day VI – Thursday, 9/7 
 
06:00 Rise, personal grooming, and diary. 
 
07:30  Morning sitting. 
 
08:00  Breakfast. Another performance by four of the guitar / rhythm instructors. I heard a piece of music 

that I was familiar with. Following the performance I asked one of the players is this a piece I 
know? The response was yes, it was written in front of you last October. Many stories by the L2’s 
re: last night’s performance experience. Also, some L1 experiences on supporting the L2’s in their 
endeavors. 

 
09:00  Kitchen cleanup. At the end we discharged ourselves from our aim to support the L2 performance 

team. 
 
10:30 Alexander work w/ Sandra. Scrubbing dirty pots for 50 minutes had a profound negative effect on 

my lower back – I can’t practice guitar. After the session, I sat for a few moments and then went 
on to practice the guitar. 

 
11:30 Personal guitar practice. 
 
13:30 Lunch. More performances. 
 
15:00 Group Alexander work led by Frank S. and Sandra. 
 
15:30 Personal meeting w/ Fernando K. One of the better sessions I’ve have all week. 
 
16:00 TeaTime and yet again, more performances. 
 
16:30 NJGC personal meeting w/o guitars with RF. What does the future hold? Something may 

unfold this evening – The Hellboys are on the case. The L1’s who are part of the NJGC are invited 
to stay on through the weekend.  

 
17:00 Personal practice time / working with Terry K a Bach Invention (#2 in C minor). 
 



18:00 Full L1 meeting w/ guitars led by RF. Each player or groups of players were given a challenge to 
do one thing superbly. If that this means just holding the pick, the way you sit, pluck your note, 
etc., it has to be done with intention and done superbly. This was not so evident or easy as it 
seemed.  A number of times, RF asked the player to “please, again.” And even after everyone 
performed their one superb task, RF asked if anyone wanted to do their item again. Some did. 

 
19:00 Dinner. More performances: I especially liked the theme to ‘Dr Who’. Well done.  RF asked the 

L1’s their thoughts on the challenge meeting an hour or so earlier. Interesting comments from all. 
During discussion, RF’s view was we failed at meeting the challenge. We were too ambitious. 

 
21:00 Final full L1 meeting in the ballroom w/o guitars led by RF.  

        
21:50 Bus to Miller’s tavern for an unannounced encore performance by the L2 performance team. But,
 this time the L1’s could come along and be in the audience as long as they paid their round trip 

bus fare ($10.00 each). By the way, the bus would be here in 10 minutes! RF asked the L2’s if 
they’d like to do this. Yes! 

 
22:00 Two school buses pulled up. The L1’s boarded the 1st bus followed by the L2 performance team 

on the 2nd bus. A 10 minutes bus ride to Miller’s. Upon arrival, I take a front row seat. This place 
seems strange, almost from another world – this in contrast to the world I’ve been living in for 
past 5+ days. Customers at Miller’s look different, talk / noise in the tavern sound different, and 
my senses (smell, touch, taste, etc.) are all sending very different signals to my control center. A 
very powerful moment for me occurred during a Hellboys piece (‘Don’t tell My Wife’) where a 
large segment of the audience spontaneously sang part of the chorus back to the performers.  

 
00:30 Following our return to Camp Lebanon, the L1 / L2’s formed a human chain from the original 

kitchen area to the small one located at the back of the Ballroom. 80+ people move 80+ pieces of 
food / supplies in quick fashion. 

 
01:40 Final L1 meeting. RF declares this course “finished for some, ended for others, and completed for 

the rest.” 
 
02:30 To Bed.                    
 
Day VII – Friday, 9/8 
 
06:10 Rise, personal grooming, and diary. I don’t fee tired – strange, I should. 
 
07:30 Sitting.   
 
08:00 Breakfast. L2 and kitchen team performances. Following breakfast, the transportation team is 

kicking into gear. A few L1’s stop to say thank you and to share some parting words – hopefully, 
our paths will cross again. 

 
10:00 Kitchen team meeting. As I move from being an L1 attendee to part of the kitchen team, I sense 

my activities for the next two days will be quite different, but still in support of my aims for the 
course. I sign up for Lunchtime meals and most cleanup’s. As I leave the initial kitchen meeting, 
I run into Curt G.  I express I would like to have a session with him before the weekend’s out. I 
missed the sign up sheet earlier. Curt: “No problem, we’ll catch up later or tomorrow.” Thanks.  

 
10:20 Lunch preparation. Following direction are not always as easy as one might think. I have a left 

foot. 
 
13:00 Lunch (and serving lunch). I have a left foot. At the end of lunch, some discussion by the L2’s re: 

do they take on the performance tomorrow for the Christian Biker Group. Mostly pros, but some 



very pointed cons re: undertaking this. I can see their points of view, don’t understand all of them, 
and I am not part of their decision. Finally, I offer to have the L1’s housing facility ready for our 
morning sittings.  
 

14:00 Lunch cleanup. I have a left foot. 
  
15:30 Laundry and personal guitar practice. I washed the kitchen towels / apron’s while running the 

Cmaj scale outside the laundry cabin. During my guitar practice, I noticed a very large spider web 
And it’s maker, also very large. A small insect moved into the web and within a few seconds, a  
very quick strike and the wandering insect was gone – the bug didn’t know where it was going,  
lost its attention and fell victim to the spider. Bam – done!  I have a left foot. 

 
16:30 L2 meeting w/ guitars. I opt not to join the circle (Terry does) - I’m still working on laundry. But, 

I sit outside the circle to observe. The task at hand to those in the circle was to play the C natural 
minor scale in 4 octaves up and back. This scale has 3 flats (Eb, Ab, and Bb). What I witnessed 
was a 2 hour period where this task could not be achieved. Over time, the sense was a pressure 
cooker building up. I conclude the mistakes are during lapses of attention – in some part, similar 
to what I witnessed earlier at the laundry cabin with the spider. Lapse of attention was cause for 
failure.  I saw my friends ravaged for 2 hours. Their backs were twitching, a string broke, and 
many facial contortions. I have a left foot. 

 
19:00 Dinner. Comments re: the L2 scale exercise just before dinner. Interesting. 
 
20:00 Dinner Cleanup. My thoughts during cleanup were at home, wishing to be with my wife. I have a 

left foot. 
 
21:30 Returned to the ballroom where the L2’s were in a circle still working on the earlier C natural 

minor scale task. This went on for close to another hour. My observation was: some players had 
changed chairs (meaning they weren’t sitting next to the same player as they were earlier in the 
day), but the results were the same. Finally RF left the ballroom. About 10-15 minutes latter,  the 
L2’s completed 4 octaves of the C natural minor scale up and back. A sigh of relief. Next, one of 
the more interesting circulations I’ve heard. Part theme, part improv, the sense I had was of 
release following close to another 90 minutes of pressure. I have a left foot. 

 
23:30 Personal guitar practice. 50 minutes of scale, primaries, and practice pieces before bed. Although 

my back hurt from pot scrubbing, I needed to play. Armed with my metronome and a now near 
empty L1 house, I practiced. I felt like something was changing while my fingers moved across 
the fret board. I can’t find the words to describe it. My hands felt soft, my ears were alert and I 
didn’t feel my hurting back. For about 20-30 minutes, time was suspended. I have a left foot.   

 
00:30 Bedtime.  

       
Day VIII – Saturday, 9/9 
 
06:30 Rise, personal grooming and diary. 
   
07:30 Sitting (now at the L1 housing common room). 
 
08:00 Breakfast. More performances and comments re: the previous evening’s work. Peter K.’s solo 

vocal was superb as was Pat White and Peter’s duet. RF’s comment re: how to address the parade 
of right hands. Two approaches: 1) Send them to Curt or 2) Come to see RF with a $20 bill in your 
hand. Either way, I don’t see this as a remedy, but I agree with the strategy – something needs to 
change.   
   

09:30 Alexander work w/ Sandra. If I’m going to get through the next 36 hours, this session would be 



key to my survival. And of course, Sandra works her magic. 
 
10:00 Lunch prep. Making Coleslaw (cabbage and carrots) and dressing w/ Peter. Work with intention 

toward a common aim. 
 
11:00  Personal meeting w/ RF (w/ guitar). Work on my left hand. I arrive 3 minutes early, RF invites 

me in (if I don’t mind him enjoying his coffee – I don’t). Are we working with or without guitar? 
With – and my left hand. RF asks me what I thought of the $20 bill solution. My initial reaction is 
yea, go for it!  (later, I would suggest there might be a 3rd alternative – Do nothing. I’m sure there 
may be other options too, even an invisible one, that RF seems to see.)  There is so much 
information offered in 10 minutes time, that 10 days later, I find it very hard to process any more 
than 30-50% of the data. Truly, there is a lifetime’s worth of work here. I begin at the beginning.   

 
11:25 Kitchen prep (Pt.II) – back in an apron, I suffer cheerfully. 
 
13:00 Lunch. Discussion on the evening’s L2 performance for the Christian Biker’s group. 
 
14:00 Lunch cleanup. Coleslaw makes for a very interesting (and messy) cleanup. 
 
15:00 Group Alexander class lead by Sandra and Frank. While laying on the floor with legs bent at the 

knees, I nearly fell asleep! I’m tired and I have a left foot. 
 
16:00 Tea. Patrick S. (from Washburn Guitars) brings the prototype CGT model for folks to examine. 

Very nice. 
 
16:30 A quick shower and personal guitar practice. Terry and I agreed earlier to meet and continue to on 

the Bach Invention #2 in C minor. Good practice and work w/ Terry. Thanks for taking the time to 
work with me on this type of music. I listen, but never play the classics. My background is rock 
and all the un-disciplined baggage that comes along w/ R&R. As we were finishing up our work, 
we heard the applause from the original Kitchen building where the L2 performance team had just 
concluded their performance for the Christian Bikers. Sounds like things went well. 

 
19:30 Dinner. Discussion re: the Christian Biker performance. Also, comments re: the lyric to a song 

Peter K. sang at breakfast. Clearly there are multiple interpretations that can be made from this 
song. I think the delivery, including the vehicle along w/ the time and place play into such 
interpretations. At breakfast, I didn’t think I was being propositioned. Following dinner, Pat White 
asks if I can lead him to the pay phone for a call home. Sure, no problem. The phone however is 
right outside of our former kitchen on the camp grounds and there is currently a Christian Biker 
“tell-all / come to Jesus meeting” being conducted inside. Not a problem – I have a left foot.  
 

21:30 Final L2 meeting.  I sense, for me, a real beginning. More on this at a later time. This course 
in NJ signifies the beginning of the third lifecycle for GC. Interesting. Following the meeting, a 
number of L2’s and I traded contact info (e-mail addresses, etc.). I look forward to hearing from 
them in the future.  

 
23:15 Restless yet tired. I look at my right hand for what seems like hours. Can I fix this? With daily 

work, yes! 
 
??:?? To bed.    
 
Day IX – Sunday, 9/10 
 
06:30 Rise, personal grooming, yadda, yadda, yadda. 
 
07:30 Sitting. This morning, the restlessness from last evening carried into this morning. Also, an 



element of sadness was added  - knowing this is the last day here at Camp Lebanon.  
 
08:00 Breakfast. Very quite. Most folks have left or are about to leave. A slow wind-down. I comment to 

someone, it’s for the best. 
 
09:00 Good-byes to all. In particular: Sandra, Patricia, Curt, Peter, Victor, Fernando, Derrick, Rob, 

Michael and many more. Our paths will cross again, I’m sure. 
 
10:00 Lunch prep. The final push. This one was different in that we had to determine what should be 

put out for either lunch or to take away, throw out (a last resort), and/or donate to a food bank or 
for locals to take home. Turns out no food bank is available to take what’s on offer. Too bad. 

 
12:00 Lunch along w/ the travel officer picking up his 1PM run.  
 
13:00 Leslie returns and we start the cleanup of the camp. As someone is ready to toss the flowers we’ve 

had on the dinning tables, I request they save them for me (others do as well), I want to bring my 
wife a piece of this experience. The bunch of flowers from the tables will tell all. I feel good. 

 
16:10 In the middle of the Faculty cabins, Jonathan, Leslie, Jim and I form a circle to conclude our work 

at Camp Lebanon. The NJGC Team did good!  I drive home, yet don’t remember the drive home.  
 
Day X – Monday, 9/11 
 
14:15 What was going to be a day off from work didn’t work out that way. I was slung back into the 

corporate world without a parachute. At one point during a tense office meeting, I found myself 
muttering under my breath “I have a left foot.” Strangely, a colleague next to me jokingly 
observed, “Yeah, you have a left foot, so?” I smiled without saying a word and looked at my 
right hand. 

 
Many Regards, 
 
Rick M. 

      
 
 
    

                
   
  
 
   

 
         
  

      
    
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 


